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BookBub is another website that will keep you updated on free Kindle books that are currently available. Click on any book title and you'll get a synopsis and photo of the book cover as well as the date when the book will stop being free. Links to where you can download the book for free are included to make it easy to get your next free eBook.
His Time Is Short The
Martin Short says he doesn't like to revisit his old movies, joking, 'That seems a little bit Sunset Boulevard to me' ...
Martin Short Doesn't Rewatch His Movies: 'That Seems a Little Bit Sunset Boulevard to Me'
Cynthia Kao made a viral Tiktok showing how she thinks "Two Distant Strangers" was similar to her short film "Groundhog Day for a Black Man." ...
An Oscar-winning filmmaker responded to accusations that his short copied a 2016 film about police brutality: 'The concept of the time loop film device is not new'
For some time now, as his reign over the most important single enterprise on his lengthy list of assets has fed the hot-take, 24-7 news cycle machine at a most reliable rate, some hockey fans have ...
James Dolan is bringing his chaos to the NHL
The anticipated ouster of bedrock conservative Liz Cheney is the latest example of Republicans abandoning principles in their cultlike devotion to the former president, who may soon return to the ...
The Republican Party Is Only Getting More Attached to Trump
Biden also tried to fend off criticism that his administration's push for boosted unemployment payments were no longer needed in the recovering economy.
Biden seizes on disappointing job numbers to make the case for his $4 trillion in spending plans
Kenya legend Dennis Oliech has revealed he made a grave mistake by leaving French side AC Ajaccio for Dubai CSC in the United Arab Emirates. The now 36-year-old had made 50 appearances for the Bears ...
Oliech: Kenya legend reveals grave mistake that altered his career
Paul George is lighting up the NBA this season. Is the Clippers' star finally on the verge of a breakout postseason?
Is this the year Clippers star Paul George finally shakes his playoff demons?
Hosley's bat and arm have helped Norfolk State to the brink of a division title and the program’s first MEAC championship.
He once gave up on baseball. Now, Norfolk State’s Danny Hosley is one of the best two-way players in the country.
The Buccaneers landed one of the most elusive slot receivers in college football over the past few years in Jaelon Darden.
Film Study: Jaelon Darden Is a Future Buccaneers Playmaker
Purdue AD Mike Bobinski and members of the NCAA Men's Basketball Selection Committee spent a month in Indianapolis during the tournament ...
'Appreciation for the little things': Purdue AD Mike Bobinski reflects on time in NCAA bubble
Wishing didn't work out then, but it has now. And it's coming at the perfect moment for Boston — and for Hall. The rejuvenated former MVP is preparing for his first postseason run.
He dreamed of playing for the Bruins. Now, 11 years later, Taylor Hall finally landed his shot.
Governor Gavin Newsom has ordered a plan to phase out oil and gas production in California by 2045, but the industry won't go down without a fight ...
California is the biggest producer planning to go beyond oil
President Biden argued that the lower-than-expected April unemployment numbers unveiled on Friday morning still showed that the economy was improving, although he acknowledged that fully economic ...
Biden argues that economy is improving despite lackluster April unemployment numbers
NBA picks and predictions for the L.A. Lakers at Portland Trail Blazers on May 7. NBA betting free picks against the spread and Over/Under.
Lakers vs Trail Blazers Picks: Clock Strikes Dame Time
Travon Free wrote an op-ed addressing suggestions that he copied Cynthia Kao's 2016 short film, 'Groundhog Day for a Black Man.' ...
'Two Distant Strangers' Director Responds to Claim He Copied 2016 Film: 'The Time Loop Film Device Is Not New'
Neighbours heard a single shot fired a short time after police entered a flat and ... while one of the officers suffered stab wounds to his head and arm during the incident in the Gobnascale ...
Man shot short time after police entered his Londonderry flat, say neighbours
The Rams may have addressed their most pressing 2021 priorities well before the draft, agreeing ahead of free agency to the deal that netted them longtime Lions quarterback Matthew Stafford. They were ...
2021 NFL Draft: What the Rams got right, including help for Matthew Stafford, and what they still need to do
TCM Classic Film Festival will unfold virtually on the Turner Classic Movies Channel and HBO Max, with more than 100 films and a tribute to comedian Martin Short — featuring an interview ...
Martin Short Revisits His Cult Hits and “Elegance” of Older Films
The midfielder had his Bolton loan cut short on Monday ... “We would like to thank Marcus for his contribution during his time with us and he leaves with our full support.
Charlton midfielder Marcus Maddison taking a break from football due to ‘abuse, pressure and monotony’ as Bolton loan is cut short
Wong Kar-Wai’s production firm Jet Tone Films has released the documentary short “One-Tenth ... of 1994’s “Ashes of Time.” The company has produced all of his feature films since then.
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